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Abstract— This paper presents a new coupling metric (Coup),
which is based on the formal definition of methods and
variables of classes, and packages. The proposed metric has
been validated theoretically against Briand properties as well as
empirically using packages taken from two open source
software systems and four experienced teams. We measure
Coup value by our own CC tool. An attempt has also been made
to present a strong correlation between Coup values and
understandability of the packages and between Coup values and
modified classes of the packages. The results indicate that Coup
is used to predict understandability and modifiability of a
package in Object-Oriented design. Finally this paper proves
that Coup is a better predictor of understandability and
modifiability of a package than other existing coupling metrics
in the literature.
Index Terms— Package, Coupling, Metric, Understandability,
Modifiability, Quality Factor, Object-Oriented

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software engineering is an engineering discipline that
is concerned with all aspects of software production.
Software products consist of developed programs and
associated documentation. Essential product attributes are
modifiability, dependability, understandability and
usability. Coupling measures the degree of interaction
and relationships among source code elements, such as
classes, methods, attributes, and packages in Object-

Oriented (OO) software systems. It has important
applications in software development and maintenance.
They are used to help developers, testers and maintainer’s
reason about software complexity and software quality
attributes. The current research on modeling and
measuring the relationships among software components
through coupling analysis is insufficient. Coupling
measures are incomplete in their precision of definition
and quantitative computation. One of the main goals
behind OO analysis and design is to implement a
software system where classes of a package have low
coupling among them. This paper presents a coupling
metric between classes and show how classes of a
package are coupled with each other. This coupling
measure is well correlate with quality factors like
understandability and modifiability.
For OO systems, most of the coupling metrics have
been defined up to class level [1-8] and only a few
metrics exist for measurement of coupling at the higher
levels of abstraction in OO systems [9-11]. Other work
related to packages or other higher abstraction levels has
been carried out in [12-19] [21]. Many researchers have
been proposed coupling metrics and their reviews are
available in the literature but the most important metrics
have been selected for our comparative study. Table 1
describes the details of metric chosen for comparative
study.

Table 1. Existing Coupling Metrics
Name

Definition

CBO [2] [23]

Classes are coupled if methods or instance variables in one class are used by the other.
CBO for a class is number of other classes coupled with it.

RFC [2] [23]

Count of all methods in the class plus all methods called in other classes.

Fan out[24]

The fan out of a class is the number of its immediately subordinate classes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes some basic definitions and new coupling metric
with a working example. Section 3 provides theoretical
validation of proposed metrics against Briand properties.
Section 4 presents a case study on open source software
system. Section 5 presents conclusion and future work.
Copyright © 2014 MECS

II. PROPOSED COUPLING METRIC AND WORKING
EXAMPLE
Before going to define proposed coupling metric, some
basic definition about class, method, variable, and
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package has been discussed first. This basic definition is
useful for theoretical and empirical validation of
proposed coupling metric.
1. Package: Package is a set of classes, sub packages
and interfaces (Java/C# application) as their elements.
Further, these sub-packages also may contain classes, sub
packages and interfaces as their elements. This leads to a
hierarchical structure of packages in a software system.
But this study ignores the sub packages and considers
only the first level of hierarchical structure.
2. Empty Package: A package that have no elements
in it and hence, there is no relations with other packages.
It is denoted by (Ө, Ө).
3. Class: Class is a set of global variable V = {v1,
v2, ....., vn} and set of methods M = {m1, m2, ....., mn}.
4. Method: In OO programming, a method is a
subroutine (or procedure) associated with a class.
Methods have the special property that at runtime, they
have access to data stored in an instance of the class.
5. Global Variable: Suppose Packages of a system
contains a set of classes C = {C1, C2,…Cm}. CoupM(i,j)
is the coupling value by sharing methods between Class i
and j. Similarly CoupV(i,j) is the coupling value by
sharing variable between Class i and j.
CoupM(i,j)=
CoupV(i,j)=
CoupA(i,j) value is the net coupling value between two
classes i and j and calculated by taking summation value
of CoupM(i,j) and CoupV(i,j).
CoupA(j,j) = 1 if CoupM(i,j) + CoupV(i,j) > 0
0 otherwise

}

CoupM(C1,C2) = 1, CoupM(C2,C1) = 1
CoupM(C1,C3) =1, CoupM(C3,C1) = 1

Copyright © 2014 MECS

The value of CoupM(C1,C4) , CoupM(C2,C3),
CoupM(C2,C4), and CoupM(C3,C4) is zero because
there is no common method.
CoupV(C1,C2) = 1, CoupV(C2,C1) = 1
CoupV(C1,C4) =1, CoupV(C4,C1) = 1
The value of CoupM(C1,C3) , CoupM(C2,C3),
CoupM(C2,C4), and CoupM(C3,C4) is zero because
there is no common variable.
CoupA(C1,C2) =1, CoupA(C2,C1) = 1
CoupA(C1,C3) =1, CoupA(C3,C1) = 1
CoupA(C1,C4) =1, CoupA(C4,C1) = 1
So, Coup=6/2=3

a
m1

C1

b

c

m2

C2

C3

C4

Fig. 1. Example of a Package p1

III. THEORETICAL VALIDATION

Coup=
We divide the summation of CoupA(i,j) by 2 because
CoupA(i,j) and CoupA(j,i) is same things. Coup is the
coupling value of a package of p classes.
package p1;
public class C1{
public int a, b, c;
public void m1(int i){
}
public void m2(int i){
}
public class C2 extends C1{
a++;
m1(int i){
}
}
public class C3 extends C1 {
public void m1(int i){
}
public class C4 extends C1 {
a++; c++;
}

73

The proposed coupling measures are validated
theoretically by analyzing their mathematical properties.
For this purpose, five properties given by Briand et al. in
[20] are used and these properties provide a useful
guideline in construction and validation of coupling
measures in a precise manner and these properties are
necessary to prove the usefulness of a coupling measure.
Property 1: Non-Negativity
The value of coupling between a pair of classes and
Coup value of package will always be non-negative.
Coup ≥0
Thus, Coup satisfies Property 1.
Property 2: Null Value
If the number of class in the package is zero or one or
there is no common variable or no common method
between two classes in a package, then Coup will be null.
So Coup satisfies property 2.
Property 3: Monotonicity
If we add one common method or common variable
then CoupA value will never decrease. So Coup value
will never decrease if we add common method or variable.
So Coup also satisfies property 3.
Property 4: Merging of Classes
This property states that merging of two classes must
not increase coupling of resulting system because some
of the relationships may disappear on merger. Let P be a
package an object-oriented system, and C1, C2 be two
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classes in P. Let C be the class which is obtained by
merging of C1 and C2. Let P' be the new package of
object-oriented system. Then, in all case Coup of p is
greater than or equal to Coup of p'. Thus, Coup also
satisfies Property 4.
Property 5: Merging of Unconnected Classes
This property states that merging of two unconnected
classes must not increase coupling of resulting system.
When two or more classes having no common method or
variable between them are merged, coupling cannot
increase because apparently unconnected classes are
being encapsulated together in a single class. Let A and B
be two classes in a package P. Let A+B be the class,
which is the union of A and B. Let P’ be the new package
of OO system. If no relationships exist between class A
and B, then Coup of package p is greater than Coup of P’.
Thus, Coup satisfies this property.
Package P

Class A

Class B

Package P’

Table 2. Information about Project Taken for Case Study
Software Project

Apache BCEL

XGen 0.5.0

No of Package

4

7

No of Classes

367

73

Class A+B

Fig. 2. Example of Merging of unconnected class

IV.

creates Java source code from a simple XML document
and its main function is to generate JDBC compliant
beans that allow object level persistence to relational
databases and The Byte Code Engineering Library
(Apache BCEL) [26] is intended to give users a
convenient way to analyze, create, and manipulate
(binary) Java class files (those ending with .class).The
basic data about these two projects are given in Table 2.
For Coup analysis 4 package of BCEL and 7 package of
XGen have been taken. BCEL have 367 classes in 4
packages and XGen have 73 classes in 7 packages. Table
3 and Table 4 lists the names of packages of BCEL,
XGen and the number of classes contained in each
package.

CASE STUDY OF COUP ON OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE
SYSTEM

A. Results
The proposed Coupling Metrics (Coup) has been
applied to seven packages taken from XGen and four
packages taken from BCEL software systems. The Coup
value with their number of classes is given in Table 3 and
Table 4. Our CC tool calculates the Coup value of each
package. Snapshot of result has given in figure 3.

Two open source software projects have been chosen
for case-study. XGen [25] Source Code Generator, that

Fig. 3. Snapshot of Result calculating by CC tool

The results given in Table 3 and Table 4 may not be
always true that a package with the large number of
Copyright © 2014 MECS

classes have more Coup, as an example, package
org.apache.bcel.classfile and workzen.xgen.engine.
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Table 3. Number of classes and Coup values of four packages Taken
from Apache BCEL
Sl. No.

Name of Package

No. of Classes

Coup

1
2

org.apache.bcel.classfile

51

24

org.apache.bcel.generic

225

37

3

org.apache.bcel.util

28

29

4

org.apache.bcel.verifier

63

15

Table 4. Number of classes and COP values of seven packages Taken
from XGen
Sl. No.

Name of Package

No. of Classes

Coup

1

workzen.xgen.ant

5

4

2

workzen.xgen.engine

2

7

3

workzen.xgen.loader

7

22

4

workzen.xgen.model

17

19

5

workzen.xgen.test

23

16

6

workzen.xgen.type

15

12

7

workzen.xgen.util

4

9

75

B. Empirical Validation
Four teams of three members each have been set up
and assigned these packages to three teams. These
members are well experienced in Java programming. The
teams set rank to the each package based on a heuristic
score. The heuristic score is the time taken to understand
the package and effort require to find out Coup value
manually by the teams. The packages were ranked 1 to 11
based on their increasing heuristic score and Coup rank is
the rank according to increasing Coup value. Table 5
shows the Coup ranking and the ranking given by four
teams.
The Correlation Coefficient, Rs is used here to test the
significance of the correlation between Coup rank and
individual team's rank. 0.65 cutoff has been considered
for validation of 11 packages. Spearman Correlation
Coefficient for two set is calculated in the following
formula.

Table 5. Coup ranking and Teams ranking of eleven packages taken from two open source system
Sl. No.

Team Rank

Name of Package
2

3

4

1

workzen.xgen.ant

1

3

1

3

1

2

workzen.xgen.engine

3

4

2

2

2

3

workzen.xgen.loader

10

9

10

11

8

4

workzen.xgen.model

5

11

7

8

7

5

workzen.xgen.test

9

8

9

7

6

6

workzen.xgen.type

4

7

4

5

4

7

workzen.xgen.util

2

1

3

1

3

8

org.apache.bcel.classfile

6

6

5

4

9

9

org.apache.bcel.generic

11

10

11

10

11

10

org.apache.bcel.util

7

5

8

9

10

11

org.apache.bcel.verifier

8

2

6

6

5

-1.00 ≤ Rs ≤ +1.00

Rs = 1-

Following null hypothesis has been set to test the result.
H0: There is no correlation between the Coup rank of a
package and the rank given by teams to the packages.
H1: The alternative hypothesis, there is significant
positive correlation between the Coup rank of a package
and the given by teams to the packages.
Table 6 shows that team 2 cannot evaluate Coup value
properly. Packages with high Coup value is better design
then the low Coup value. This was felt for team 2.
Table 6. Correlation Coefficient between Coup ranking and Teams
ranking of eleven packages
Team 1
6∑ d

2

Coup Rank

1

Team 2

Team 3

Team 4

276

516

204

288

Rs

0.79

0.60

0.84

0.78

Rs > 0.65

√

×

√

√

Copyright © 2014 MECS

This study also shows a well correlation between Coup
and the quality factors such as understandability,
modifiability. This property of Coup indicates the
usefulness of the proposed metrics. First, we eliminate
team 2 and calculate the effort required to fully
understand the functionality of these packages by these
three valid teams and rank the effort from 1 to 10. A
higher rank indicates that more effort spent on
understanding the package. Table 7 shows the effort
required by each team and average effort. Then all the
packages have been given to most experienced team to
modify the package. We select the team 3, whose
Correlation Coefficient is larger (0.84) than other team as
a most experienced team. The team adds, delete or
modify some classes to add, delete and modify some
feature of the packages and recalculate the Coup values.
Table 8 shows the number of modified classes and new
Coup values.
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Table 7. Effort and Coup values of seven packages Taken from two open source system
Sl. No.

Name of Package

Team
1

3

4

Average Effort

1

workzen.xgen.ant

4

2

3

3.0

2

workzen.xgen.engine

3

3

2

2.7

3

workzen.xgen.loader

6

5

6

5.7

4

workzen.xgen.model

6

7

8

7.0

5

workzen.xgen.test

4

6

5

5.0

6

workzen.xgen.type

3

2

3

2.7

7

workzen.xgen.util

2

3

2

2.3

8

org.apache.bcel.classfile

4

5

5

4.7

9

org.apache.bcel.generic

8

8

9

8.3

10

org.apache.bcel.util

5

6

6

5.7

11

org.apache.bcel.verifier

4

5

3

4.0

Table 8. Number of modified classes and new Coup values of packages Taken from two open source system
Sl. No.

Name of package

1
2

No. of Modified Classes

Coup

Add Class

Delete Class

org.apache.bcel.classfile

0

2

26

org.apache.bcel.generic

0

5

41

3

org.apache.bcel.util

1

0

27

4

org.apache.bcel.verifier

2

0

19

5

workzen.xgen.ant

1

0

4

6

workzen.xgen.engine

1

0

5

7

workzen.xgen.loader

0

1

26

8

workzen.xgen.model

0

2

15

9

workzen.xgen.test

3

0

15

10

workzen.xgen.type

0

2

13

11

workzen.xgen.util

2

0

8

Following two null hypotheses has been set to test the
result.
HU0: ρ=0. There is no correlation between the Coup
and the effort required to understand the package.
HU1: ρ≠0. There is strong positive correlation between
the Coup and the effort required to understand the
package.
HM0: ρ=0. There is no correlation between Coup and
the number of modified classes to understand the
modifiability of a package.
HM1: ρ≠0. There is strong positive correlation between
Coup and the number of modified classes to understand
the modifiability of a package.
To test theses hypothesis, first calculate the amount of
correlation between two variables Coup and Average
Effort required for understanding the package. Secondly
calculate the amount of correlation between the numbers
of modified classes and Coup. For this purpose,
Spearman's rank correlation method has been used. Table
9 gives the correlation results. The correlation coefficient
between two variables Coup and Average Effort comes
out to be 0.87 at 0.01 significance levels and the
correlation coefficient between two variables Coup and
modifiability comes out to be 0.58 at 0.01 significance
Copyright © 2014 MECS

levels. The results indicate a strong correlation in both
cases. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis HU0, and HM0.
This strong correlation indicates that Coup is a good
predictor of quality factor understandability and
modifiability.
Table 9. Spearman’s Correlation between Coup and Average effort &
Coup and Modifiability
Variable

Coup &Average
Effort

Coup &
Modifiability

Correlation
coefficient (r)

0.87

0.58

A comparison of Coup with the other existing coupling
metrics, given in Table 1, has been described. Table 10
gives the CBO, RFC and Fan out value of each package
of two open source software systems. All the considered
metrics are class level coupling metrics. For measuring
coupling of a package, we take average of coupling
values of classes in a package. Table 10 provides the
average of Coup metric values of classes in a package
and table 11 provides average of Coup metric values after
modifying the packages. JHAWK tool has been used to
find out the metrics values.
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Table 10. CBO, RFC, MPC and Fan In values of 11 packages
Sl. No.

Name of Package

CBO

RFC

Fan out

1

workzen.xgen.ant

8.8

30.8

6

2

workzen.xgen.engine

1

25

7

3

workzen.xgen.loader

2.33

32

5

4

workzen.xgen.model

1.12

22.82

3

5

workzen.xgen.test

0.96

32.54

5

6

workzen.xgen.type

2.53

1.6

3

7

workzen.xgen.util

0

22

5

8

org.apache.bcel.classfile

10.21

24.9

4

9

org.apache.bcel.generic

9.46

13.26

4

10

org.apache.bcel.util

1.25

13.75

4

11

org.apache.bcel.verifier

4.56

26.69

5

Table 11. CBO, RFC, MPC and Fan In values of 11 packages after
modification of packages
Sl. No.

Name of Package

CBO

RFC

Fan out

1

workzen.xgen.ant

9.2

31

6

2

workzen.xgen.engine

2.3

25.6

8

3

workzen.xgen.loader

2

31.42

5

4

workzen.xgen.model

1.42

23

5

5

workzen.xgen.test

1

32.94

4

6

workzen.xgen.type

1.98

1.2

3

7

workzen.xgen.util

1

27

6

8

org.apache.bcel.class

9.54

22.8

5

9

org.apache.bcel.generic

7.62

10

3

10

org.apache.bcel.util

2

14.35

5

11

org.apache.bcel.verifier

5

26.59

4

V.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, an attempt has been made to propose a
new coupling metric which is based on formal definitions,
properties and relations of classes. The structure of
packages has also been taken into consideration during
the measurement of coupling of a package. The proposed
metrics has been validated theoretically as well as
empirically. The theoretical validation of Coup satisfies
all the properties presented by Briand. In addition to the
proposal and theoretical validation, this paper has also
presented empirical data on Coup from two open source
software system (Apache BCEL, XGen 0.5.0). Both
systems developed in Java. From Table 9, it is found that
there is a strong correlation between Coup and
understandability (0.87, significant label 0.01) and
between Coup and modifiability (0.58, significant label
0.01). So, this study clearly provided that Coup is the
valid indicator of external quality attributes of the
software such as understandability, modifiability and also
better than the other existing coupling metrics. This
firmly believes us that this work will encourage other
researchers and developers to use the results obtained
from this study to predict and measure several other
software quality attributes.
The future scope includes some fundamental issues
 To analyze the nature of proposed metric with
performance indicators such as design, maintenance,
effort and system performance.
 Another interesting study would be together
different coupling metric at various intermediate
stages of the project. This would provide insight into
how application reusability, maintainability,
testability evolves and how it can be managed and
controlled through the use of metrics.
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